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Tell the Devil I’m Back
A Self-Reflection on the Radical Possibilities
for Racial Justice
I’m tired.
Of bullshit, runaround, avoidance, fake support, passive aggressiveness, CCing, 
long response emails, backstabbing, and 
Routinely performed white emotionalities, 
-Guilt, defensiveness, fear, anger, sadness, etc. etc. etc.,-
Perching themselves above the fatigue and trauma of female faculty of Color.
I’m tired of yessums,
House slaves who, upon the favors of white masters and gatekeepers, 
Begin to believe they too are better than field slaves,
Tirelessly working to prove I ain’t like them, massa.
I’m tired of rhetoric that minimizes the reality of woke Folks of Color
Claiming everyone else experiences the same thing, 
“You’re not the only one”
“What about me”,
Like a good old #alllivesmatter argument.
I’m tired of the refusal to radically listen
To those experiencing macro-aggressions, threats, and intimidations
For who we are, what and how we research, and how we teach,
Instead of validating, 
Operating from a place of sisterhood, comadreship (kumare-ship), or community
Find themselves constantly justifying 
Behaviors, actions, speech, and decisions.
Tired. I’m tired
Of those who hope that my soul, spirit, heart, and mind will whither away
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Like a faint hopeful balloon rising to oblivion 
Just so the words of whiteness, white supremacy, and white privilege 
Are never uttered
Swept under the rug like the history of white terrorism.
Although I’m tired, I am not beat.
For my hope for a true loving humanity 
One not defined by hellish racial standards 
Or a purgatory of racial sins
Rises Above
So
Tell the Devil I’m back







in	for.	I would be dishonest if I didn’t tell what life is truly like as a racial justice 
worker, specifically for a young-looking Filipina who is constantly racially stereotyped 
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for	the	former	with	all	its	brutal	realness.	Sometimes one just needs to rip off that 
Band-Aid already.	
Before Radical Possibilities for Racial Justice,







that	 they	have	Black	best	 friends,	aggrandizing	 their	 support	 in	 the	1960	Civil	
Rights	marches,	or—specific	to	People	of	Color	who	aren’t	woke—will	weave	in	
and	out	of	whiteness	ideology	by	saying	stuff	like	“We	need	to	be	colorblind…but	
as	a	Latina.” Wait, I thought you were colorblind so then why are you seeing your 









of	whiteness	which,	when	expressed,	impacts	folks	of	Color.	Perhaps, it is a sur-
facing of inner guilt? And why is it that folks are more afraid to be called a racist 






help	but	#smh.	What are you so afraid of? History, laws, and government have 














do I even begin to teach the manifestations of race, racism, and white supremacy, if 







expense	of	those	Othered.	Hence, the often spoken “I need to give back to urban 
schools” speech from white teacher candidates who grew up in middle class, white 
U.S. America. Essentially, what is it that they have taken from urban students of 




department	tell	me	I	just	needed	to	stop	saying	and	making	up—yes he believed 










those Black folk happens to be in the likes of Andre Lorde, Angela Davis, or James 
Baldwin then I digress but true to whiteness, whites self-segregated themselves 
away from woke Folks of Color.
	 Look,	we	know	that	Native	American	genocide	was	justified	under	whiteness	
rhetoric.	Manifest Destiny for us—meant, for white folk—to rule from sea to shining 
sea—despite who was there in the first place.	We	know	that	African	American	slavery	
and	discrimination	was	justified	under	whiteness	rhetoric.	Jim Crow laws, eugenics, 
racially biased intelligence testing like the Bell Curve, are some examples of how 
whiteness rhetoric influences policies, laws, and education.	We	know	the	internment	
of	Japanese	Americans	during	WWII	and	the	proliferation	of	state	adopted	anti-
miscegenation	laws	were	justified	under	whiteness	rhetoric.	Whites are pure and 
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thus should not intermix with folks of Color, however white men have always had 
access to the bodies of women of Color. Asian Americans are to be under suspicion 








their	power	to	once	again	suppress	the	shame.	It’s a twisted game of the Emperor 
and his new clothes because as everyone clearly sees his nakedness to whiteness, 
the emperor uses his power in whiteness to force others to act as if they didn’t see 
it. It’s called “Let’s just be colorblind” rhetoric. And since we have been playing 
this twisted game for so long, we don’t even know how to say, “Your whiteness is 
showing” anymore.
Why Not Diversity in Radical Possibilities for Racial Justice?
	 In	reflecting	on	my	work	to	identify	the	emotionalities	of	whiteness	that	stifle	
whites’—and	 folks	who	 subscribe	 to	whiteness	 ideology—progression	 towards	
a	more	humane	society,	I	am	often	met	with	resistance	not	only	from	neo-Nazis,	
alt-right,	or	white	nationalists.	Alas,	some	so	called	progressives	or	liberals	also	






to	exist	if	white	supremacy	was	not	a	reality.	Do we want to address the symptom 









is	why	we	now	are	fighting	for	inclusion	and	diversity.	Perhaps, figuring out how 
it was exclusive first may give us a deeper understanding of why others were not 
included.	
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What Radical Possibilities Are Possible and at What Cost?







































ate	People	of	Color,	to	their	twisted	white	nationalist	agenda.	No, it is not freedom 
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of speech to call people racial epithets when history proves that using such dehu-
manizing language has led to white terrorism. And no, using the words whiteness 
and Whites does NOT equate to calling someone an N word simply because there 
is no historical proof of People of Color interning Whites in camps, forcing Whites 
















































against	white	people.	How many times do I have to say this? Whiteness does not 
mean only white people; for it can inhabit the mindsets of People of Color, albeit 
through a distorted sense of survival. With that said, whiteness is typically found 
in white people because adhering to it provides them racial benefits in a white 
supremacists society. Meaning, it is in the best interests of Whites to claim to not 
see race so that they never atone for their amassed accumulation of wealth off the 


























study.	Why are you here in the academy? Who are you really here for?
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		 2	All	 these	 intimidations	happened	 to	 real	 tenure-lined	 faculty	members	who	 teach	
critiques	of	whiteness,	racism,	and/or	white	supremacy	and	various	institutions	of	higher	
education.
